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Abst rac t 

A uJnUil s iui i i la l iDi i i>f t ho formal ion u|" 1 he ma^netosphere w\\ Ii alona, tai l 

i.s per formed. A ma^netosphere w i th a neutral shoot is constructed from a dipolo 

lii-l ' l !>y sular wind dynamic pressure (IH> I M F ) . Sulisotjuonlly. magnetic rocuti-

inv f io i ] iK ' . in> in the plasma shod and a lar^o \um\> n\ plasma surrounded )>v 

n'«Mnnr'''1«'d |j<-|d lines, a plasinoid, is formed and ejected ta ihvard. The t ime 

Mi i l r of t lie plasinuid fun na I it in and ejection process is Mutual hours. Af ter eject

ing I IH- pla>inti it l . rocouiieelinn occurs ai;ain in I In 1 plasma sheet and the sect.ml 

plasinuid is lu in i i 'd and <\\<-< led . Th is result sliuws that the niagm'tusphere which 

has a Hi l l i . - i ' -nl ly l-.n» I ail ami a neutral .short is s l ight ly unstaNo even though a 

sular w ind d.n>s nut contain an IM i " . 

K e y w o r d s ; computer sin ml at ion. n ia^ i ic lo l iydrodynani ics . magnet ospho re. 

nia^m-l u ta i l . plastnoid. magnetic reconnect ion. plasma short 
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1 Introduction 
Tho solar wind is a super Alfvonie flow. This moans that the energy of the 

solar wind's magnetic field (the interplanetary magnetie field = IMK) is much 

lower than the energy of the solar wind plasma flow or dynamic energy. Thus, it 

is the solar wind's dynamic pressure that deforms the Karth's intrinsic dipole field 

into the shape of (he magnctosphoro. On the other hand, the ]\IK is believed to 

play an important, role in magnetosphore dynamics, especially in magnotosplioric 

subs forms, through (dayside/night.side) magnetic r^'onnoetion processes. 

Since the late 1950's, many spacecrafts have been launched to observe, di

rectly, the magnctosphorie. plasma and field and have sent us abundant informa

tion. I'A'on so. the magnotosphoro is very large whereas data from single space-

era fl observations are rpiito limited. One cannot infer the entire structure of the 

magnetospliere nor its global dynamics from these data. 

Computer simulations appeared in the middle of the 19(10"s as a powerful 

means of studying magnelospheric physics. With computers, one can directly 

investigate a highly non-linear phenomena in the magiielosphoro. For example. 

Ilayashi and Sato [lf)?8] performed a two dimensional simulation using the mag-

IH tohydrodyuamtc (MUD) equations ^nd revealed that stored magnetic energy 

can be converted into plasma bulk flow energy and heat through magnetic re-

comteclion within very shorl time scales. Accordingly, magnetic reconnection is 

thought 1o play an important role in magnotospherie substorms, which are rapid 

energy relaxation processes in tho magnolosphore. 

Ilayashi and SatoV simulation is categorized as a local simulation. In a local 

simulation, one ext raets a small region of the magnetosphore in which important 

processes occur in order to investigate the processes in detail. In reality, the 

chosen region exchanges energy and information through complex interactions 

with other regions of the magnetosphere. In a local simulation, these interactions 

are ignored or merely described by boundary conditions. 

Recent advances in tho speed and memory size of supercomputers enable us to 

directly simulate the whole magnetosphere, a global simulation. In a global sim

ulation, one takes a large simulation box that involves the entire maguolosphere 

using a minimum of assumptions regarding the initial and boundary conditions. 



Solar wind-magnetosphcre coupl ing as well as processes iv i l l i i r i the iMagnotoshoro 

are taken in to account. 

Wat ana be and Sato [1!)!)(}] performed a global s imulat ion of the magnet us phere 

which extended the s imulat ion region to (iO/?c in the ta i lward di rect ion f rom the 

earth where 1 Hi is the length of the earth's rad i i . They used a high-precision 

I hree dimensional M U D code that revealed format ion processes of the bow shock, 

magtietopause. plasma sheet and tai l as well as showing the three dimensional 

s l n i c l u r e of the magnetosphore. In l l i r i r s imulat ion iho magnelosphero finally 

reaches a s ta t ionary state when the I M F is not considered. In that state, how

ever, s t rong vort ical magnetic field linos exist throughout the equator ial plane 

so that the magnetosphere in their s imulat ion d id not have a neutral sheet. It 

appears that a s imulat ion region only up to (>0/?r in the ta i lward di rect ion is not 

suff iciently large to s imulate the magne.tosphere. 

In the current study, we have performed a global s imulat ion of the uiagne-

tosphore, using the same high-precision 3-D M U D code as Walanabe and Sato 

and have extended the s imulat ion box in the ta i lward d i rect ion to 100/fc from 

tin* ear th . Despite the above mentioned advances in computer memory size, we 

are st i l l l im i ted in gr id number. Therefore, unlike Watauabo and Sato, who used 

an evenly spaced gr id size throughout the s imulat ion region, we. adopted an un

evenly spaced gr id lo extend the s imulat ion region whi le main ta in ing numerical 

accuracy. This extension enabled us l o obta in a more realistic magnetoshere w i th 

a suff ic ient ly long tai l and a neutral sheet. 

Our main interest is determin ing whether or not this magnetospherc config

urat ion is stable in the t ime scale of several hours when no I M F is present. In 

realitv. the I M F is never cont inuously zero for more than one hour. So, this is an 

idealized problem. However, it provides an impor tant basis for the s tudy of the 

efforts of t i n 1 I M F on inagnetosphero dynamics which wi l l follow this work. 

We wi l l show that this magnetosphere is unstable though the growth rate 

of the ins tab i l i t y is rather smal l . As soon as the magnetosphere format ion is 

completed, the nor th lobe field and t lie south lobe field begin to reconnect in 

the plasma sheet at about '20fir behind the Karth (near-earth roconnect ion). As 

a result of th is recoi iner t ion. a large l ump of plasma surrounded by reconnected 

field lines, a plasnioid, is produced and ejected l a i lwan l . We show l i m e sequences 
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of plasmoid ejections <ifui the three dimensional structure of plasmoids. 

T h e resu l t s we obt a ined a rc Very s imi la r to ill ' 1 proc<\s>c.s p r e d i c t e d ''V the 

'near-earth reconnect ion' or 'plasmoid" model of magnelospheric substorms. This 

nio<lel, originally proposed by Hones [ 1977], is supported by many observat ions 

[Slavin ct al., I!KX!)]. However, as mentioned above, the IMF is thought to play 

an important, role in magnctospherie substorms. Observations indicate that niac

in tosplierie stibstorms are often preceded by a southward turning of the IMF 

followed by an increase in the magnetic energy of the lobes. So, this is not a 

direct study of magnclosplicric substorms but rather one of an idealized process 

which will provide a basis to the complete understanding of its mechanism. 

2 Simulation Model 

T!ie macroscopic nature of magnetosphcric plasmas is well described by the 

MUD equations. 

O/i/Dt = - V • (pv) 

0(py)/i)t = -V-(pvv) - V / ; + j x B 

<)B/i)l = V x (v x B - >; j) 

»p/i)l = - V - ( p v ) - ( - , - l ) , . V - v + ( i - I) > , j -

with 

V x B = / /„j 

where /?./j, v, B. and j are plasma mass density, pressure, velocity, magnetic held 

and current density, respectively. 

In our simulation, plasma density, magnetic held, and length are normalized 

by ,-.„ = m, x 10" (<y j o - 1 ) . H0 = 'JO x lO" 0 (V, .sin). /,„ = ! ( « , ) = (i:!7() (/cm) 

where >», is (he mass of a proton. Other normalizations follow from these units: 

'n = ^/y/iwT, = Tld.fi (h,i/.i). I0 = !.„/,•„ = 1-1. (i ( s . ,•).,,„ = ;-.„,,•; = : | . | S v 

l ( ) - ! " [.ltn-').jn = / i n " ' « „ / / . „ = L'.oO x 10- ' ' ( , l m - J ) . We solve lhe.se M i l l ) 

equations numerically using a recently developed t hree-dimerisiotinl high-precision 

code [Watanabe and Sato, 1!)!)0] in which the Kunged\iilta-( iill method for time 

advance and the direct (inference met hod in spare are adopted. 

The simulation box is defined over 

— 100 It, < i < 20 Kc, 0 < ;/ < r,[) II, . ( ) < . : < r,[) II, 

•I 
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wh. re tho x axis is along I he sun/carl li line with the po>itive dire, lion pointing 

towards 1 he sun; tho y axis is along tho dawn/dusk line: and tlir z axis directs 

north. 

An initial magnetic Held is produced by I lie superposition n[ the cart It's dipole 

n tot tie nt placed at I lie origin and directed northward and it's imago dipole n ion ictil 

placed at (r = 10.;/ = 0..: = 0) so that perpendicular field line-, at the sun 

boundary (,r = -0) do ric>t exist. Such lines would remain forever because they 

are parallel to I he solar wind flow. I'se of I his imago dipole field was shown 

not to influence I he resulls [Walanabo and Sato, 1000]. This initial magnetic 

field is filled with a plasma ofconslant pressure (0.1 in normalized units). Tho 

initial density distribution was chosen so that Alfven wave velocity is a constant 

(̂  .uj — "00 km /s> c) over the entire sin nil at ion box except for very near the earth. 

The solar wind, Mowing perpendicularly to the dipole moment from the sun

ward boundary (J- = JO), is introduced at the beginning of the simulation run. 

Soon after about 70 sec. t he solar wind at the boundary reaches a stationary state 

in which 

r, = :m «•»./.<. c), P , = r, x 10" x in, (/•;/ i i ) - J ) . 7". = 20 ('. i ' ) . 

The system is symmetric about the .: — 0 and ij = 0 planes. Therefore 

mirror and anti-mirror boundary conditions arc adopted at these boundaries. 

On the north and the side boundaries (IJ = ri0..- = 50), we used angled free 

boundary condition that enahles deflected solar wind to gel easily out of the 

system. Fiy "angled free" boundary, we mean that all physical quantities have 

zero gradient not perpendicular to the boundary, as is usually meant liy a free 

boundary, but rather the zero gradient is directed along some non-right angle 

(about :)0°) which is almost parallel lo bow shock at the boundary. The usual 

free boundary condition are assumed at the tail boundary (.r = —100) until the 

inagnetosphere formation is completed. After, the pressure houndary condition 

is lixerl lo a small value (0.01 in the normalized units). The reason for this will 

be explained in detail in section -t. 

If one wants tosiinulate the whole iiiagtiolosphore region consistent ly. magnoto-

sphere-ionosphere coupling as well as solar wind-magnetosphere coupling should 

be considered a I the same time. But t he typical scale length n f the magnet osphere 
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(> 1 [)/?«•) is so different from ihe ionosphere's (< 1(K) h») that ii is obviously 

impossible to handle these I wo interactions in ihe same rode. Therefore we ap

proximate I lie ionosphere by a resistive shell region -.panning a distance lichnrji 

?i}}< ami Klit . The inner sphere of radius .", fi, is not included in our calculation. 

We divide I his si mill al ion I MIX in I O IS." >• (ill y fi'.i niesh points wil h I he spacing 

between grid poinls increasing with distance from the earlh. This was done in 

order to use as large a pliysical simulation region as possible while maintaining 

numerical accuracy. Fig. I shows the grid points used in this study on the // — () 

and (lie .; — 0 planes. Only odd number grids are drawn for easy viewing. In 

the near earlh region, the mesh size has a minimum value of 0..r)0/i\ and goes 

to a maximum value of 1.11/?' at the lail boundary. Al I lie near-earth plasma 

sheet where magnetic reronnertioit occurs (.r ~~ —'JO) the mesh sizes in x.y.and / 

directions are respeclively Qf»\ll, . O.V)/.. and U.."iu7^ . 

The time step A/ is determined by ihe smallest grid size A.r = [).~i()li> and 

the initial constant Alfven wave1 speed l ' . u i = T()() kiu/x as \'M] — O.N A.r/Sf and 

its value is O.'J") in normalized units. The high-precision code used in this study 

permits such a large lime step and is one of ils merits. Thus we may observe 

processes of the inagnetosphere on the scale of hours. VValanabe and Sato [IDDO] 

analyzed, in detail, I his rode. 

3 Simulation Results 

As soon as the solar wind is injected at the beginning of the run. it's dynamic 

pressure deforms the dipole filed. About If) hours later we obtain a three dimen

sional magnetosphere with a clear bow shock, magnetopaiise. high temperature 

plasma sheet and distant tail (< 100/?'). Afterward, near-earth reconuections 

occur in the plasma sheel giving rise to I lie formation of several plasiuoids which 

are ejected lailward. 

We chose a roust ant resistivity f magnetic Reynolds number S ~- 1000) in 

the region (,r < —!).<S, // < 1'J, .: < 5) that approximately corresponds to the 

plasma sheet. This constant resistivity is so small that its value is comparable to 

numerical resistivity. 

For two different reasons, we numerically damped two regions of ihe simulation 
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box. The first COI IMMS iif t i n 1 region .v > 12.•! a lnn^ i in f iu i i i of i he how shock 

(./• -- l-'t). I f it wen' nut Inr tlii.-. damp ing region, t in- l ip of i l ie inagiieiopau>e 

(> ~- I I ) would deform on! of shape du*' to a r m i mi la led imnier i . a I error which 

i> pari icular ly largi ' al the dayside poinl of the magiH-topau^e. Th is i> hecai^e 

l l ie physical <|uantities vary great ly over very short d'iMaiice> her--, '['he M-cond 

damp ing is necessary lo lac i l i tate a taM formal ion of t he magnet o>phere. We hope 

lo observe t l ie formal ion of a T ! ) magnet o>piiere from an in i i i a l dipule l ie ld. Bui 

du r i ng I lie t ransformat ion, a re inrn (sunward) How occurs behind the earth in 

the region that is near the sun /ea r lh axis for ./• < -"20 "- ~'M). This return (low 

deforms the magi ie l i r field in the plasma sheei near the x axis so lha l result ing 

conf igurat ion is far f rom the expected majvieiospheric conf igurat ion. Therefore 

we soft ly d a m p l l ie sunward flow ((low which has a posit ive x romponent ) by •"> ' / 

in the region .r < —20 an<l gradual ly remove lhi> damp ing region so that it never 

overlaps the plasnioid. By / = -l.0<i hours, we completely remove this damping 

region. 

Fig.2 shows Ihe t ime development of magnelospherir format ion and subse

quent near-earth reconnect ions and plasmoid ejections for the mer id ian cross 

section where posit ive x is left and posit ive / upward. These figures depict the 

region (20 > x > - 1 0 0 , -10 > .: > —10) a l though the s imulat ion region in the z 

d i rect ion is (•"() > .: > 0). 'I he negative z region is drawn using mir ror condi t ions. 

F ig .2(A) to (I>) show t ime development f rom 1=0..",I hours to t = K.I 1 hours w i th 

an even t ime interval of O.ol hours. The sol id, thick lines depict the magnetic 

field lines which are tied to the ear th . The dashed lines depict the held lines 

which penetrate the equator ia l plane southward j . r . , the reconnected field lines 

lha l drape the plasmoid. Kach field line is drawn only when the magnetic field 

is larger than I ??'/'. The solar w ind flow is depicted !>y t h i n , solid lines. 

The how shock ran he clearly seen from these figures by the flow lines that 

are abrup t ly deflected. On the sun /ear th axis (x axis) the bow shock is located 

at about r ~ IX The maguetopause, which forms tangent ia l d iscont inui ty, is 

also clearly seen. The dayside magnet opause is located about r ~ I I. 

A l I - 0.. r,| hours (F ig .2 (A ) ) , we can see (hat only ihe front part of the 

magnet (.sphere has formed. A l / — 1.52 hours (F ig .2(C) ) , the magnetosphere 

format ion has almost finished all the way to the end of the far magnelota i l {.r > 



- 1 0 0 ) . 

By this t ime, the plasma sheet has been formed. The formal ion proce.-- o f t h e 

plasma shoot has been well studied in the previous global s imulat ion [Walanabe 

and Sato. 1990]. The solar w i i i i l . in compressing I lie earl It's magnetic f ield, il rives 

large amp l i t ude magiietosnnie waves. These waves propagate in ihe nor th lobe 

and south lobe and coll ide al (lie equatorial plane. The plasma in this region 

is heated l>y adiahat i r compression duo to these waves. This region eventual ly 

develops into t lie plasma shool. The plasma shed i> broad in t he equator ia l plane 

though qui te th in in the meridian plane. 

Fig.'J sliou'.s the pressure and the temperature piol i le^ along the x axis ami 

the corresponding contour linos on the mer id ian cross section at / = l.-TJ hours. 

We can see from I'ig.'i I ii sit the pressure and the I empeja) lire suddenly j ump al 

r ~~ \'.\ where is the how shock f ront . Another peak can l»e seen behind the earth 

al .>• ~- —11 in the plasma sheet. Pressures"* max imum value in the plasma sheet 

is 0.1 in normal ized uni ts. ( Recall I ha I the in i t ia l homogeneous pressure was 0.1.) 

Note that the neutral sheet is also formed by this l ime. This is evident from 

the shape o f field lines in the plasma sheet of about b r, -^ ;i0/r\ behind the earth 

in I'ig.'J (C) . Near the equator ia l plane in (Ins region, the magi. . ' f i r field j * almost 

zero, the neutral sheet. Fig.2 (A ) , (H) . and ( ( ' ) show that the plasma sheet thins 

and the shape of the held lines approaches that of a neutral sheel conf igurat ion. 

Th is plasma sheet th inn ing is also exhibi ted in Ilie pressure contour lines of I ' ig.' i. 

Wo consider why (lie neutral sheel has formed here. The behavior of this 

part icular region is determined essentially by the large ampl i tude magnolosnnir 

waves which are dr iven by solar w ind dynamic pressure when the in i t i a l d ipo le 

field is deformed to the magnetosplieric conhgura l ion. The waves in the nor th 

lobe and the south lobe coll ide most v io lent ly in ihis region. And col l ided plasma 

Hows out f rom this region w i th the magnetic field lines. This is the mosl highly 

compressed region and, as a result, the magnetic field becomes very weak. 

In I he s imulat ion of Wat ana be and Sato, the neutral sheet die I not appear and 

I he magnetosphere became almost stat ionary about / — I.fi hours after the for

mat ion . In our s imula t ion , the magnet osphe re U not a si at ion a rv stale. However. 

g rowth rale of ihe ins tab i l i ty is rather small as wi l l be seen. Kvident ly. using an 

appropr ia te ly large .simulation region enables ihe format ion of t he neutral sheet 
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,ui ' l i.s key in ob ta in ing the details of magnet o>phe re d y n a m i c . 

Note iha l this neutral sheet is in tin- plasma >h»*<-t where the plasma [ t r o M i f 

i-. very high. Therefore. I he local beta is very l in» f |.> ;i. ]) in ihi> icgion. In 

; i i | i ] i t .o i i . compared to (hi* pressure gradient in Fig.; !(*)• W r v , , ( ' f rom Fig. '2(( ' I 

that t Jin field lines have "had rurvat l i re ' in the region .;• < - H . So. 111 ] >. region 

can IPO unstable to a bal looning instabi l i ty . 

Final ly, at ! -^ \.i\ hours (just after Fig.2(C)) magnetic held lines begin to 

reconnect at the equal orial plane. Judging from the y component of I he magnetic 

field, the neutra l point is located at .r = —1(1. 

Immedia te ly after this recon t ied ion, as seems lo natura l ly follow from F ig- ' -K 'F 

small closed loops of held lines are formed (depicted by dashed lines in F ig.2(D)) -

Subsequently, as reconnect ion goes on . the flux of I lie dosed loops increases 

and the tension of the loop field lines tend to make the s t ruc ture roundish 

(Fig.2( K),( I"')). T ims a pUsmoid is born . I l is ejected laiKvard by the lobe field 

tension force and probably by the pressure gradient force (b ig . "2 (d) . ( I I ) ) . 

The plasmoid's size, eventual ly exceeds <S0/iV along the sun /ear th axis. Based 

on the movement of the 0 point , the speed of the piasmoid is about SO to 

100 km/s. 

Ai ' - TOO (F ig .2 ( I I ) , 2A hours after the appearance of the neutral l ino) (he 

piasmoid touches the tai l boundary {x = —100). The posit ive x flow damping 

region explained al (he head of this section is completely removed at this t ime. 

Here we ment ion the tai l boundary cond i t ion . In i t ia l ly , the boundary condi t ion of 

the pressure at the ta i l was free. W i t h such a boundary condi t ion, the plasmoid 

rebounds s l ight ly at the boundary and is t rapped by i t . This is not a realistic 

s i tua t ion . So, we changed the pressure boundary condi t ion of the tai l to a smal l , 

fixer! value (0.01) after / = '5.0-1 hours to push the plasinoid out w i t h a pressure 

gradient force. 

Th is first p la t ino id almost leaves the system by / •"- (i.OS hours (Fig. '2(b)) . 

It is interest ing to note that the magnetospliere thins compared to i t s previous 

size. The w id th of the inagnetosphere in the / d i rect ion (the distance from the 

south magnelopause to the north maguetopause) al ./• = —'2(1 is ~>[)ft> at / — 1.52 

hours (F ig .2(C)) but shr inks t o - K W P al / = (1.0S hours (F ig.2(h)) - The reduction 

at ./• = - 1 0 0 \s almost l l ie same value, ( l ie cau.-e is easy (o understand. The 
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plasmoid takes, with it, some flux from the lobe. To balance the solar wind 

dynamic pressure which is almost unaffected by the magnetosphcrc, the lobe 

field magnitude on the magnefopausc must be constant. This is the condition of 

a tangential discontinuity. So, the loss of the flux should be compensated by a 

decrease of area of the lobe cross section. In this way. (he magnetosphere changes 

its energy state. Wc can say that the magnetosphere releases energy by ejecting 

a plasmoid and relaxes to a lower energy state. 

To see the movement of the neutral lines in detail. Fig.-l shows the profile of 

log of the magnetic field strength on the x axis at t — 2.03, 2.5-1, 3.0-1. 3.55 and 

'1.06 hours. The corresponding pressure profiles are also depicted. The movement 

of X points and 0 points can be seen from the graph of the magnetic field. The 

O point moves tailward together with the plasmoid. The X point, on the other 

hand, remains in the region ( —lfl > r > —27) and almost always near x = —20. 

Note the peak of the pressure in the plasma sheet at r ~ — 11/fY in Fig.4. 

Though the plasmoid takes out some of energy of the plasma sheet plasma, the 

maximum of the peak pressure of the plasma sheet increases after the plasmoid 

leaves. Comparing these graphs with Fig.2, we may surmise the cause of this 

heating. The heating seems begin at / = 3.0-1 when the grown plasmoid begins to 

leave the near earth region (Fig.2 (F)). As mentioned above, the plasmoid takes 

some magnetic flux from the lobe thus reducing the cross section of the lobe. At 

this moment a magnetosonic wave is driven. This magnctosonic wave propagates 

in the north lobe and the south lobe to the equatorial plane where these waves 

collide. Thus the plasma in the plasma sheet is heated by adiabalic compression. 

This is the same mechanism as seen in the formation of the plasma sheet. 

After the first plasmoid disappears, Fig.2(b) (/ = G.08 hours) shows that there 

exists a left over of the first plasmoid. One can say that this configuration is more 

realistic than the configuration before the plasmoid ejection (Fig.2(C)) because, 

in Fig.2(C), there still exists northward magnetic field lines that penetrate the 

equatorial plane at the tail part. The magnetic field in Fig.2(C) is topological!}' 

same as the initial dipole field. In Fig.2(b). on the other hand, the magnetic 

field is closer to the expected magnetosplicric configuration that has a neutral 

sheet. The dipole field topologic.ally differs from the magnetic field that has a 

neutral sheet. So, it. follows that magnetic reconnection was needed to construct 
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a realistic magnetosphcre. 

One of the most interesting findings in this study i* I hat I he p| as moid ejection 

does not- occur only once. Fig.2(N) shows thai magnetic reconnect ion in the 

plasma sheet occurs again at x ~ —20 and at .r ~- —',(). The reconnect ion 

proceeds at x ~ — 20 (Fig.2(0)) and a new large platinoid is formed an<i ejected 

(Fig.2(P))). It took about .'{ hours for such a large plaMiioid as depicted in Fig.2(1) 

to grow from its initial reconnectiou. The starling time of | he formation of the 

second plasmoid is rather ambiguous but if wo suppose that il begins at Fig.2(\l), 

only about half as long is needed for the second plasmoid to grow lo tho same 

size (Fig.2(P)). This is probably explained by the topological difference of the 

magnetic configuration explained above. 

It is interesting to note Ihat the Kelvin-Uelmholtz type instability does not 

occur on the magnetopanse through the run and the sol^r wind does not enter 

into the magnotosphore through the magnetopanse. 

The latitude of earth's surface point Ihat is connected by a field line to the 

near-earth reconncction point on the meridian plane is located between (H.P to 

(M.r>° in latitude throughout the run. 

Now we examine the time sequence of the formation and the ejection of the 

platinoid on the equatorial cross section. Fig-I shows the velocity vectors together 

with magnetic neutral lines on the equatorial plane. The magnetic field has south

ward component in the region surrounded by ihese neutral lines. Fig.r>(A) to (P) 

correspond to Tig.2(A) to (P). At / = 0.51 hours (Fig.. r)(A)), the magnotosphoro is 

under construction. We can clearly see the bow shock from the sudden redirection 

of the velocity vectors of the solar wind. The solar wind seems to enter deeply 

into the tail part of the pre-magnetosphero, but tho 'frozen nf condition inhibits 

such a invasion of the plasma flow into the magnetic field. These vectors should 

be interpreted as (he flow of the inner magrtotospherir plasma moving with the 

magnetic field lines that arf iolently deforming. At this time we can also see the 

plasma flow going around tho earth from ihe plasma sheet towards (he dayside. 

This flow is transient and exists only when the front part of the maguetosphere 

is under formation. 

We showed the magnetic field lines on ihe meridian cross section in Fig.2, ami 

saw Ihat. near-earth reconnection did not yet occur at / = 1.52 hours (Fig.2(C)). 
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However, Fig.5(B) shows thai magnetic roconnocfion occurs, CM tin1 >ide]ine.s. 

already at / = 1.01 hours. This reeotincotion rannot i.e seen from tire merid

ian plane. Near-earth reconnect ion usually refers lo recounectiou occurring on 

the meridian plane. This 'sideline* roconnoetion is probably not important to 

processes in the real magnotosphere. We assumed an initial dipole field in or

der to construct a magnotosphero. The real magnetosphere. of course, does not 

experience such a formation process. Compared to fig.5(A). we can see 1 hat 

the 'sideline' reconnoctions in Fig.5(B) are located where the transient flows ap

peared. Those flows may transport magnotic field lines ami weaken the field 

strength (here and thus roconnection can easily occur. So, this sideline reconnec-

tii n relates directly (o I he magnet nsph ere formation process which plays a central 

role in our simulation but would not occur in the real magnetosphero. There are 

other neutral linos of the same type at (ho tail af / = 1.52 hours (Fig.5(C)). 

Fig.5(D) (i = 2.03 hours) shows that there aro (wo neutral lines crossing 

the x (sun/earth) axis. Those lines represent fho X-line and (ho O-line of (he 

(real, center field) plasmoid that appears in the meridian cross section (Fig.2(D)). 

Fig.5(E)-(G) shows the growing process of this plasmoid. It spreads over in the 

y (dawn/dusk) direction as well as in the x direction. The plasmoid movement 

is shown in the tailward velocity vectors. Comparing vectors, it can he seen that 

the plasmoid velocity is not faster than the solar wind velocity (300 km/s). The 

sunward flows are produced by reconnection at x ~ —20. They are deflected 

by (he. hard core of the dipole-liko magnetic field at x ~ —13 and go around 

it (for example, Fig.5(G)). Nolo that this sunward flow is not damped by the 

positive x flow damping explained at the head of this section. In Fig.5(K) to 

(M), it seems that the neutral lines spread over (he plasma sheet. The magnetic 

field in the region surrounded by these neutral lines have a negative z component 

(southward direclion). However its magnitude is very weak; almost zero. (Recall 

that the magnetic field lines in Fig.2 are drawn only when ils magnitude is larger 

than lnT.) Fig.5 shows that the width in the y direction of iho magnetosphero 

is highly reduced after 1 he first plasmoid is ejected. Judging from the flow line 

positions (not depicted), the width decreases to 10/fY in radius. The 'sideline" 

rcconnootion occurring in the plasma sheet could be a cause of this phenomenon 

since this reconnection brings flux in the side of the magnetosphere. 
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There is no clear distribution of field aligned <iinrn1 on the y-z cross section 

near I lie rcconncclion point. The absence of the IMF may explain this fact. If 

a southward IMF is injected and dayside reionnection occurs, reconnected IMF 

lines eventually drape the magnetosphere. These field lines will apply a force 

on the pia.sma. sheet through the lolies. If near-earth reconnect ions occur under 

this condition, it may lie regarded as a driven rcconncclion. In such a case, field 

aligned currents may be produced as predicted l>y local simulations [Sato el al., 

I!IK1]. 

Fig.(»(A) and (B) show the three dimensional structure of plasmoids at / = 

•1.01, 1.00, 7.10 and 8.11 hours. The solid lines depict the field lines that have 

negative /. component on the equatorial plane. The 'sideline' reconnections can 

he seen at / = .'J.0-1 hours. However, reconncction occurring near lite meridian 

plane produce a large pla-snioid and it liccome dominant (at I — •1.0G hours). 

Then reconnections occurs again in the plasma sheet (/ = T.iO) and the second 

plasmoid is formed (/ = 8.11). 

4 Summary 

We have performed a global .') D MUD simulation of the magnotosphere in

volving the distant tail (to 100/?c). We observed the formation of three dimen

sional magnet.ospherc from an initial dipole field under the dynamic, pressure of 

the solar wind (no IMF) within 1.5 hours. This niagnetosphcrc has a neutral 

sheet, unlike a previous global simulation in which the tail extended only to CiOIie. 

A global simulation extending only to 60/fr in the tailward direction is not suffi

ciently large to simulate a realistic magnctosphere. 

The magnetosphere formed in this simulation is not in a stationary state. The 

plasma sheet in the region x = —15 to — 30r?c continues to thin and finally, at. 

/ = 1.62 hours, magnetic field reconnection occurs in the plasma sheet at about 

.r = —20/?c on the meridian plane. Though a small constant resistivity is assumed 

in the plasma, sheet (magnetic. Reynolds number ~ 1000), no artificial methods 

are imposed to trigger the reconnection. 

This particular region x = —15 to —30/fc is determined by the large amplitude 

iiiagnetosonic waves whirl) are driven by the solar wind dynamic pressure when 
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the initial dipolp field is deformed into the shape of the magnetosphere. The 

waves propagate in the north lobe and the south lol>e and collide most violently 

in this region. As a result, the plasma in this region is healed up by adiabatic 

compression (plasma sheet formation) and the magnetic field become very week 

(neutral sheet formation). Accordingly the local beta in (his region become very 

large and it makes the plasma unstable. Thus reconneclion occurs in this region. 

As a result of this near-earth reconnection, a plasmoid is produced and ejected 

tailward. It 's size grows to more than S0/?c and its speed is about. 80 * 100 km/ser. 

This plasmoid leaves the simulation box at / = 6.08 hours. After this plasmoid 

ejection, the width of the magnetosphere reduces by about 5 Rr. The ejecting 

plasmoid takes flux from the lobe field out the system with it, thus causing this 

reduction in magnet osphere width. 

The neutral point in the plasma sheet is located at about x ~ — '20/re through

out the ejection processes of the plasnioid. The point on the snrface of the earth 

that is connected to the neutral point by a magnetic field line is at. about 61.1° 

to 64.5° in latitude. 

The pressure peak in (lie plasma sheet (T ~ —11 fie) is observed to increased 

after the ejection of a plasmoid. Adiabatic compression of the plasma sheet after 

the plasmoid ejection explains this heating effect. 

A field-aligned current produced by the reconnect ion is not clearly observed. 

The absence of an IMF may explain this effects. Because (he driving force of this 

reconnection is far less than if IMF were included. 

The ejection of the first plasmoid was followed by a second reconnection and 

plasmoid ejection. The growth time of the second plasmoid is about half of the 

first one. This fact, may be explained by the topological difference of the magnetic 

field. 

In addition, the three dimensional structure of plasmoids are shown. 

This simulation shows that the magnetosphere configuration having a neutral 

sheet and sufficiently long tail is slightly unstable when the tail is formed after 

interacting with a solar wind flow without an IMF. The time scale of plasmoid's 

formation and ejection is more than several hours and it seems too long compared 

to observed, isolated substorms. One can expect that a disturbance may trigger 

the near-earth reconnection much more rapidly. An interplanetary shock or a 
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southward turning of the IMK is a candidate for such triggers. In fact, magneto-

spheric substorms are often observed tens of minutes after a southward turning 

of the IMP. If we perform a global simulation which includes tlie southward IMF, 

through dayside reconnection, the IMF would drape the magnetosphere and ap

ply a force on the plasma sheet through the lobes. Then both the near-earth 

reconnect ion rate and driving force of plasmoid ejection will be increased. So. 

the next step in understanding the dynamics of the magnetosphere is to consider 

the effects of the IMF. This work will be published in the near future. 
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Figure Captions 
Ki{;. I Numerical me-di used in the s imulat ion, ( d i d point-, arc drawn here on 

the mer id ian and the equatorial p i a n o . The s imulat ion l»o\ is d iv ided into 

IS.") x (i!) y li'.l n i ' ^ l i points w i th I IK- sparing between ^ r id points increasing 

w i t h distance from the earth. 

Kifi.'J T ime development of the iManueiosphrre for t lie meridian cross section 

where posit ive x is left and posit ive z upward. The solid, thick lines depict 

the magnetic field which are t ied to the ear th . The dashed linos depict 

the reconnected field lines that drape the plasmoid. The solar w ind flow is 

depicted by t h i n , solid lines. 

Kig.' l The pressure and the temperature profi le on the sun/ear th axis and their 

contour lines on the meridian plane at f = I.TJ hours. 

Kift.-I Profiles of the magnetic field and the pressure on the sun /ear th axis at 

/ = 2.():i, 2.5T 3.0-1. :\."} and 1.0(1 hours. 

Kit;.5 The velocity vectors together w i th magnetic neutral lines on the equator ial 

piano where ( A ) to (P) correspond to Kig.2{A) t o ( I > ) . 

lTfi.fi Three dimensional s t ructure of plasmoids. The solid lines dopicl the mag-

nolic field lines that penetrate ihe equator ial plane southward. The earth 

is depicted by a circle. 
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